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sufferers.. . .*78 The outcome was that winding machines were intro-
duced which the journeymen could not afford to buy and winding was
done on the masters' premises.79 It became the usual thing for a weaver
to marry a weaveress, and for their children to learn to weave.
The second group of women in the silk trade, those who wound silk
for the weavers, thus belongs almost entirely to the eighteenth century
when a large part of the wives and daughters of the weavers were so
employed. When the weaver had no member of his own family at hand,
he would hire a winder in Spitalfields Market at so much a week. John
Norbury, for instance, in 1760 said: 'I am a weaver, ... I hired the
prisoner out of Spirtlefields Market at 35. per week... to work in my
house at winding of silk.'80 Silk-winders or windsters easily became
weavers. Sarah Whiteman, accused in 1760 of stealing a silver quart
mug from a public-house, was described by her employer as' an honest
poor industrious woman, she sometimes winds silk, and sometimes
works in the loom with me*. 'I am a windster by trade, a weaver
by rights, only I have no work to do,' said die wife of a market
porter in I784.81 While weavers employed windsters, the windsters
employed yet other women to help them wind. The most skilled
windster, called a four-swift-engine-windster, was one who could
work with an 'engine' that wound four spindles at once; a woman
employed in *the shop' of such a windster said: *I had a shilling a
week allowed me from the parish ... I was almost naked, the church-
wardens would not give me any more money, but took me into the
house.'82
Quite young children worked at filling quills for the weaver's shuttle:
one child could keep several men supplied. Little parish apprentice girls
were sometimes taken into weavers* families to wind quills,83 The
brocade-weaver employed older boys as draw-boys to draw the threads
in the loom by which the pattern was produced. This was terribly
exhausting work. In the Napoleonic War a shortage of boys led to the
introduction of the 'wooden draw-boy*, apparently a rudimentary
form of Jacquard loom. The boys were then paid from 6s. to 8s. a week,
but a weaver expressed his preference in 1823 for *a hardy boy that
has legs as well as hands over a wooden machine that has only legs and
no hands*. The drawback to a human boy was that'it was often found
that a boy cannot go on if he has worked five or six hours... sometimes

